Observe that (l/w)A belongs to <£". Let G be the class of functions u such that u is continuous in A, u^H2-m(A), w = 0 in 3^4, u positive in A. Let A be the set of real numbers X for which there is an L in £a and a function u in G such that (3) Z,« + Xw = 0 a.e. in A.
By the maximum principle all the X's are positive (see [l] ). Bounds for the X's were established under various hypotheses by Duffin [2] , Protter-Weinberg [3] . Here we want to determine if A has a maximum or a minimum and for what operator in £" the maximum or minimum occurs.
Let Ma, ma denote the maximizing and minimizing operator relative to the class £a, that is for each fixed function u and fixed x: (4) ikf"[tt(
with m in G. (For definitions and general properties of such operators see [5] and, in the case of two variables, see also [4] .)
Theorem I. Let dA be of class C2. If there is a function ui (u2) of class G and a constant X' (X") such that Lemma. Let dA be of class C2 and let u in G be a solution of (3) for some L in £a and some real X. Denote by d(x) the distance of x from dA; there are two positive constants kx, k2 such that in A (14) kxd
The lemma is substantially known; the proof is based on the standard use of an auxiliary function.
By hypothesis there is a constant h such that for any point x" of dA two open spheres Si and S2 of radius h exist such that Si is contained in A, S2 has no points in common with A and x° belongs to the closure of both Si and S2. For a fixed x°oi dA let y be the center of S2 By a previous result (see [3] ) there is an operator L\ in £a such that
Let m be a function of G which is a solution of (3) By a previous result, see [3] The second equality of (9) follows by Theorem I. Since
The function <p(r) defined by (11) is a solution of where u is a function of class G and a solution of (3) Observation I. In Theorem I the hypothesis "Let dA be of class C2" can be replaced by "Let A be star-shaped."
The hypothesis of smoothness of the boundary was used only to prove that IiG£., Z *.: £ (3 , -7 ^ c g 0.
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The maximizing and minimizing operator related to the class £«,g,y is studied in [5] .
